Debacle:  Dutch East Indies and Malaya 1941-42 - Rules - 10 - WordPad .rtf - A4 Landscape, min. margins - Copyright © 2018 Louis R. Coatney
Reinforcements and Allied (only) Replacements - British arrive by sea from the west.  Australian, Dutch, and American arrive via Darwin:
  Japanese:  Starting Turn 4, Japanese get Zuiho and all the rest of their cruisers except Chikuma and Tone, 2 light cruisers, and 4 more destroyer units, to enter from any northern base, now including Davao ... as well as all the remaining ground units including the SNLFs.  On Turn 8, the Japanese get Kido Butai:  Akagi, Kaga, Hiryu, Soryu, Hiei, Kirishima, Chikuma, Tone, a light cruiser, and the last 2 destroyer divisions.
  Allies:  In Turn 2, a Hurricane squadron can be brought in by transport or the carrier Indomitable in Turn 3 from Davao.  U.S. Army Air Corps units which also arrive in Turn 3 are a B-17, the 2 A-24 divebomber units, and a P-40.  Other reinforcements are listed on the Calendar.  Damaged carriers return with new aircraft.
  Control, Daylight Reconnaissance, Contact, and Dummies - Automatic for Japanese in a contested sea area - Allied seaplane unit (which cannot be shot down) required:  The side which has all ports and anchorages around a sea area controls it.  A sea area with both sides controlling (different) bases around it, is not under anyone's control.  For surface ships including the Convoy, enemy surface ships in the same area are instantly and automatically contacted in Daytime.  Contacted/exposed Dummies are taken off the mapboard for use in the next turn.  Transports anchored to land troops next turn are automatically detected, Day or Night.  See Night rules.

Aerial Combat Results - Both players roll, unless 0 or no numbers at all - Die roll nos., Allied, then Japanese, high or low, to destroy enemy.

Allied:	Buff	Hk75	Hurr	F4F	A-24	SBD	Vild	Martin	Huds, Blnhm	B-17	Do-24	PBY
Jpnse:	___	___	P-40	P-40ace   	     	TBD	     	DB-7		     	     	     
Zero	2,4	1,4	1,2	2,2	0,3	1,3	0,4	0,4	0,3		2,2	0,2	0,3
Oscar	2,3	2,3	2,2	3,2	0,2	1,2	0,3	0,3	0,2		2,1	0,1	0,2
Val	3,0	2,0	3,0	4,0		2,0			
Kate	3,0	2,0	3,0	4,0		2,0
Betty	3,1	2,1	3,0	4,0		2,1
Sally	3,0	2,0	3,0	4,0		2,0
Air operations – at any time in game-turn, but only in Daytime, except for Night-attacking Allied seaplanes:.
  Base capacities:  Major/block bases and Kendari can host 4 active air units.  Other ports and the Dutch secret airbases can host 2.  More air units may be on a base, but they cannot fly. Seaplanes can be based in any port and do not count against its airfield capacity.  As for ships, air units must be already initially based together to strike together in the same group.
  Air reconnaisance:  Air reconnaisance is in any sea or land area having a port or airfield an air unit is based in or on.  Japanese reconnassance is a given.  Allied seaplane or bomber units must be deployed to sea areas for the Allies to have reconnaisance there.  They can be intercepted when doing reconnaissance.
  Range:   Land-based bomber and Japanese fighter units have a range of 2 sea areas plus 1 land area before or after the sea area, with land areas counting as 1/2 sea area for range.  Allied fighter units have a range of only 1 sea area plus 1 land area.  Carrier-based air units can strike in their own sea area and the next one.  Cities/ports along the borders of these areas are considered to be within strike range.  Bombers can only reach S7 from Indochina.
  Air-to-Air Combat:   Each escorting (or attacking, anyway) fighter unit gets to attack one defending/intercepting fighter unit with the defender unable to attack/dogfight back if shot down.  If the escorting fighter unit is shot down, then the interceptor unit must (simultaneously) dogfight with a second intercepting fighter unit if that hasn't already been engaged or, otherwise, may go on to make 1 attack against 1 bomber unit in simultaneous combat.  If more than one P-40 unit survives on the board, the earlier one becomes the Aces unit.  Combat Air Patrol (CAP):  Fighter units may be flown over ship task groups for protection in their own or an adjacent sea area.  Japanese fighters doing so 1 sea area farther away away can only do so for 1 impulse.



  Air Transfer range:   Unlimited between bases during a turn, but each hop should be no more than the combat ranges apart.  One additional area can be attempted at a 50% risk of crashing and eliminating the unit.  Unused air units may leave an airfield in an area under ground attack at any time, to transfer and/or attack.
  Air Strikes and Bombing:   See the combat results table for the Divebombing, Torpedo, and High Altitude air units' bombing abilities.  Torpedo bombers can do level bombing instead, but with -1 die roll number penalty against ground targets.  High altitude bombers can increase hitting probability 1 or 2 on the die if willing to risk higher probability of being shot down by descending to Medium or Low Altitude, so defending AntiAircraft is increased equally.  The die roll is shifted 1 further to the bombers' advantage against Slow or Damaged ships or 2 against anchored transports or ground targets.    Fighters on attacked airfields may rise to defend, but the escorting fighters get to attack them first, except in the case of Singapore which has radar so Allied interceptors get a first combat shot instead.
  Allied torpedoes have T hitting power - Japanese surface ships 24"T.  Dive and High Altitude bombers CA and BC respectively.  AA is rolled against torpedo bombers and level bombers at Low altitude *before* the hit possibility is rolled.  Otherwise, AA rolls are simultaneous.  See the firing/bombing Combat Results Table.
  Dutch&U.S. seaplanes not used for air recon may attack - even at night, when they cannot be intercepted.  They Hit on one die no. but can be shot down by one.
Ship movement - in 2 impulses: Japanese 1st, Allied 1st, J 2nd, A 2nd, J 2nd - see also Air reconnaissance and surface contacts:
   No more than 22 ships may be placed in any one task group box on the Calendar.  Transported ground units are placed in their numbered task group place.  Task groups can move up to 2 sea areas per turn, counting the sea area their port/anchorage was on.  Task group markers are moved - concealed - on the board, until discovered by air, sub, or surface contact.  Japan's Kido Butai had oilers and can stay at sea indefinitely.  Task group ships must start together from the same port.  They may not combine with other task groups at sea for a battle.  If more than one task group is at an anchorage which is attacked, the owning player may decide which task group to defend with first.  At Night, however, there must be search/detection, and an enemy task group can forego fighting the first task group it encounters, if it is not Surprised, and go on to try to attack another (containing transports, perhaps, like our U.S. destroyers did at Balikpapan).  Other ships must return to any friendly port or anchorage ... indicated by the anchors.
  Day vs. night:  A warship unit can move Night Only into its destination hex, avoiding aerial detection and attack by non-seaplane air units, reducing chances of detection, and enabling possible Surprise.  Before Night combat, there is first a Surprise determination die roll:  1-2 the Allies get surprise, 3 neither gets surprise and gun and torpedo fire are simultaneous, and 4-6 the Japanese get surprise.  The attacker, including submarines, gets +1 for Surprise against ships in an anchorage.  The surprising side gets to know what ships it is attacking, and may choose to do battle on the Battle Board and fire both guns and torpedoes first, then followed by the enemy, with simultaneous firing thereafter, until one side decides to withdraw - see below.
  Transports and Landings:  Each transport ship unit may carry 1 factor of ground combat troops, so 3 transport units are required to carry a 3-factor unit.  (If one would be sunk, there would be a 33% chance the unit would be eliminated.  If two are sunk, it is eliminated.  Extra transports can eliminate the risk of losing the transported unit.)  The 3 transport ship unit pieces are only used for submarine and surface combat concealment.
  Landings:  Landings may be made at/against a major port - which may have a shore battery to defend it - or an anchorage (which doesn't) or any coast.  In a landing, the Attacker must eliminate all defending units in the ground area or be eliminated.  In other ground combat, both sides may end the turn in a same area.

Dummies for deception:  In addition to real naval and air units, players get to use ship group - Allies 3, Japanese 4 - and air unit - 4 each - dummy markers.
Submarine contacts and attacks:  A submarine unit can attack 1 enemy task group in an area it is in or at an anchorage which is adjacent to that.  First, the task group owner makes an AntiSubmarine roll - the number of die numbers to sink the sub equal to the number of destroyer divisions in the task force, plus 1 if it is Daytime and there is a carrier in the group.  If the attack is at night, the task group pieces are inverted, and the target is randomly chosen.
  
General ship gun/armor descriptions:  TM=Motor Torpedoboat, D=Destroyer, DL=Destroyer Leader, CL=Light Cruiser, CA=Heavy Cruiser, BC=Battle Cruiser, B=Battleship.  For surface combat, the firing class rating is in the lower left and defending class in the lower right.


Naval surface battle can occur the instant opposing ships end up in the same area or would both pass through each other.  Ships in an anchorage but not major/box port may be attacked.
  If there is more than one enemy group in an area, the owning player gets to choose which one to use - fight with - first in the daytime.  At night, the group to be contacted and engaged is randomly chosen from enemy groups.  Choosing a dummy results in no night surface combat.
  Use the Battle Board.  There must be at least 1 battle round.  Each ship not yet sunk can fire on one enemy ship (unit) - although reduced by 1 on the die roll if Damaged - so destroyer divisions fire with 4 dice which can be fired at different targets.  In daytime for each battle round, roll the die to see which side's ship unit (singular) fires first, and then the opposing ships pick their targets and alternate their firing.  Any torpedoes to be fired are fired first.  Damage takes effect immediately, so it is wise to target first enemy ships which have not fired.  Destroyers and torpedoes may only fire at enemy ships in adjacent ranges.  CL and DL guns may fire up to 2 ranges away.  All larger guns - CA and above - may fire up to 3 ranges away.  Ships may be relocated after a battle round.  When friendly ships are eliminated from the friendly Screening position, the owning player may move other ships up into it for the next battle round.  If he does not, the opposing player may move his ships across into it, and if those include 3-range ships they may fire on the friendly Screened ships.
  Gunfire:   (There is a 33% die roll against Prince of Wales firing in each battle round after the first, due to that class's never-corrected defective quadruple turrets.)
  Torpedoes:  Torpedoes can only be fired at adjacent enemy ships on the Battle Board in Daytime, or at any enemy ships (face down, randomly selected) at Night or when being Pursued.  Allied ships may only fire torpedoes once in a battle.  Japanese ships may fire twice but in different battle rounds.  (Notes of which ships have fired torpedoes will have to be kept.  Sorry.)
  Number of firings:  For gunfire, the number of ships on the counter is the number of dice rolled.  For torpedoes, it is half the number of ships (or subs) - if that is 2 (for 4 destroyers) they can be at different target ship units.  For a single cruiser there is a 50% die roll.  U.S. ships must make a(nother) 50% die roll for duds.
  Withdrawal/flight and Pursuit:  If one side decides to flee - Japanese player decides first - the fleeing player's ships must retreat to the area from which they came or to one adjacent to it, not occupied by enemy ships.
  The winning side may pursue, but then the fleeing side gets to launch a torpedo attack at the pursuing ships, before there is another round of gunfire.
COMBAT RESULTS MATRIX - Attacker vs. Defender class ranks.  Note the anomaly for attacking destroyer units which have 4 ships.
Target ship:\ Firing ship:	D	DL	CL	CA,TM	 BC,T	B, 24"T (on IJN cruisers and destroyers)
Subs			    See rule	-3	-	-	-	-
Convoy/TR			+3	+2	+2	+2	+2	+2
D				0	0	+1	0	+1	+1
DL				0	0	+1	+2	+3	+4
CL				-1	-1	0	+1	+2	+3
CA				-2	-2	-1	0	+1	+2
BC				-3	-3	-2	-1	0	+1
B				-4	-4	-3	-2	-1	0
    	18=aerial or motor torpedoboat (TM) torpedo, 21=submarine or Allied surface torp, 24=Long Lance IJN surface torp
NAVAL COMBAT RESULTS TABLE:						Bombing		Shore Bombardment
Die Roll	-3	-2	-1	 0 	+1	+2	+3	+4	+5	TorB	DivB	HigA	CA	B
A     B										BC	CA	BC
6      1	D	D	DS	DS	Sk	Sk	Sk	Sk	Sk	Hit	Hit	Hit	D	D(isrupted)
5      2	-	D	D	DS	DS	Sk	Sk	Sk	Sk	Hit	Hit	-	-	D
4      3	-	-	-	-	D	DS	Sk	Sk	Sk	JHit	Hit	-	-	D
3      4	-	-	-	-	-	D	DS	Sk	Sk	2AA	NHit	-	-	-
2      5	-	-	-	-	-	-	D	DS	Sk	AA	2AA	-	-	-
1      6	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-		AA	AA	2AA	-	-



	Against Slow or Damaged ships, gunfire attacks are shifted 1 on the die to the attacker's favor.  A Damaged attacking ship has a 1 on the die shift against it when gunfire-attacking
  JHit means a hit by a Japanese torpedo bomber or divebomber in those modes.  NHit means a hit by a naval (IJN Val or USN) SBD divebomber, not the U.S. Army A-24 divebombers.  DJHit means Dutch or Japanese submarine hit - U.S. dud.
 Level bombing land targets, a choice must be made between ground combat units in the area or air units on a particular airfield.  A Hit Disrupts a ground unit or eliminates an air unit, and each bomber bombs all the units in the target.  Singapore and Soerabaya add 2 and 1 to the AntiAircraft die roll numbers, respectively.  Shore bombardment can only Disrupt ground units defending At the Beach. 
Combat results:
D = Attacked warship or destroyer division is Damaged.  Damaged carriers' air units destroyed, unless they are in the air.  Damaged warship's speed becomes Slow - 1 position per time period.  A Damaged ship's gunfire is reduced by 1 column and its torpedo-fire is halved (again) - gun and torpedo fire effects against it increased 1 column.
  After/if a ship unit makes it back to a base, a die roll doubled is the number of turns it is off map and out of the game, unless it is to be repaired in Singapore or Soerabaya which can repair 1 turn per turn for 2 and 1 ships, respectively.
DS = Damaged (with a 50% Sunk chance for Convoys), but an already Damaged ship unit is Sunk.  But a single cruiser is sunk by a DS result.
Sk = Sunk..
AA = Air attack and antiaircraft are separate die rolls, by the attacker and defender, respectively.  Air unit shot down and out of game for the rest of that season turn.  2AA = shot down if there is any kind of aircraft carrier with the ship group.
AS = Submarines - if Convoy or if any warship accompanied by destroyers.  Shift 1 on die roll to AS advantage if as well any carrier in the attacked group and air operations are possible.  Separate die rolls as for AA.
  The die roll of an air attack against Slowed or Damaged warships is shifted 1 to the attacker's advantage.
  HA can bomb from low altitude and gets a(nother?) favorable shift on the die of 1, but the anti-aircraft die roll is 2.
GROUND COMBAT RESULTS - Attacker:Defender strength - round fractions down - Disrupted units may not attack and are counted half for Defense for computing odds and losses.  Attacker wages his combat factors to be risked:
Die Roll	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1 or greater
A     B
6      1	+1	+2	+2	+2	+3	+4
5      2	=	+1	+1	+1	+2	+3
4      3	-1	=	=	+1	+1	+2
3      4	-2	-1	=	=	+1	+1
2      5	-3	-2	-1	=	=	+1 (I.E., 1 more defending combat factor must be lost than attacking combat factor(s risked).)
1      6	-4	-3	-2	-1	=	=






Each 9-Day Time Period's Sequence - within each phase, the Japanese player decides/acts first:.
  Note:  Air units may be flown and strike at any time by the owning player during the game-turn, then to be immediately returned to any base and inverted until to be used in the next turn.  However, if they are recalled (to avoid battle) they are turned upside down on their bases and may not be used until the next turn.
·	Reinforcements and return of repaired damaged ships - check calendar.
·	Loading of other transports with troops at ports of embarkation and organization of ships into task groups in their ports or anchorages into task groups
·	Deployment of submarine units into sea areas
·	1st Sea Movement Impulse of ship task groups - Japanese, then Allies - with chance of aerial or sub detection and attacks.
·	2nd Sea Movement Impulse of ship task groups - Japanese, then Allies - with chance of aerial or sub detection and of air attacks and (second) sub attacks.
·	Land movement (1 area) and any combat of ground units.
·	Landing of ground units at destination/landing points and any combat (to the death) with enemy ground units in the area, after 1 round of shore bombardment..
·	Return of surface warship units to any home or forward base not blocked by enemy undisputed naval control of an area - with the exception of Kido Butai which has self-sustaining oilers.
·	Recovery of upside down Disrupted or otherwise used units.

Starting Forces and Setup:
  Japanese:  ... start with a capacity of 9 transport units, and get an additional one every turn after the first - keep track on the victory point track - and Guards, 5th, and 18th InfDivs plus 3rd Tank Group's tank regiments.  Light carrier Ryujo, battleships Kongo and Haruna, cruisers Chokai, Kumano, Mikuma, Mogami, Suzuya, Jintsu, Sendai, Yura, 6 destroyer groups, and SubMarine Flotilla 4 ... based in Indochina.  All the Japanese Army (Oscar and Sally) air units start in Indochina, along with the land-based naval (Betty and Zero) air units..
  Allies: ... start with a capacity of 4 transport units and get no more.  50% roll to see if Indomitable and her aircraft on the board, if the Allied player wishes, already.  (If so, the Japanese already get light carrier Zuiho.)  In Singapore:  Prince of Wales, Repulse, Mauritius, Danae, Durham, Dragon, the 2 British destroyer units, all the British ground units except the 18th Division and Blackforce, the 3 Commonwealth Buffalo fighter units, the Vildebeest torpedo bomber unit, the RAAF Hudson bomber unit, and the British PBY unit, as well as the Singapore defense unit.
  U.S. Navy ships and the PBY units start anywhere the Allied player wishes, in the Dutch East Indies.
  The Dutch get all their units anywhere they want in the Dutch East Indies.  They can lend - give - one Buffalo fighter unit to the British for Malaya.
Dutch Secret Airbases and weak ground units:  The Allied player has 6 secret airbases and 4 dummy secret airbases he places on Dutch East Indies islands.  One real one must be on B3 or B6, another on C1 or C2, and another on New Guinea or one of the islands between S9 and S10 - the rest anywhere.  At the start of the game, the 6 weak Dutch ground units are inverted and placed where the Dutch player wishes.  Their strength (or lack of it) is not known by either player until combat occurs.

Winning:  The game ends when the Japanese player has ground units in control of Borneo, Malaya (including Singapore), Celebes, Sumatra, Java, and Timor.  For every turn prior to the 10th turn he has accomplished this, the Japanese player gets 4 additional vps.  For every turn past the 10th turn the game continues, the Allied player gets 4 vps.
  A player also gets victory points for sinking enemy ship types:  Fleet Carrier 6, Battleship (B) or Battle Cruiser (BC) 4, Light Carriers Ryujo or Zuiho 3, Cruiser 2, Weak Light Cruiser (Japanese, British D-class, Java) 1, Destroyers 2, Submarines 2, Transports 2, and 1 for each ground unit factor.

Players in Oslo Norway's Ares Spillklubb:  Øystein Arnesen, Tor Mæhlum, Robert Hernes
Special thanks to the following for their research assistance and input:  Joe Boeke, Rohan - great name :) - Eckardt, naval game designer Jack Greene, Bill Jaffe, Brandon Musler
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The game's design, play of the game, historical commentary:

  I have absolutely NO idea if the game is balanced, although the victory conditions seem historically realistic, and our first-ever game lasted exactly until the intended Turn 10.    SO FEEDBACK IS REQUESTED.  :-)

  The Dutch should be careful to build a secret airbase on one of the islands east of Java - preferably not Komodo, since the Allies cannot afford to lose any flyers to the local wildlife :-) - to enable safer transfer of fighters and other aircraft from Darwin.

  The 1942 Japanese conquest of the Malay Barrier is one of the most successful campaigns in military and naval history - let alone it was a precedent-setting combined operations campaign on such a massive and far-flung scale.  It finished on 7Mar42 with the Dutch surrender of the East Indies, 2 months ahead of schedule!

Debacle 1942 - Game-Turn Log

Japanese Player(s): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _	Allied Player(s): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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